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Abstract 

Analysis of near field, calculation of radiation Patten Using t t e  method cf angula spectmn~ of plane 
waves, study of input impedance, gain, radiation efficiency as function of substrate tlickness and strig 
widths of microstrip antennas excited at TML mode at X-band form tf-e subject-matter of t te  present 
paper. 
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1. Introduction 

Extensive theoretical studies of microstrips operating in q~l.asi-TEM mode have been 
made by several authors with a view to develop microstrip components. Lev,in' 
proposed a method of calculating the radiation from strip lines of small spacing. 
Denlingera, Munson3 and Howell4 have also studied radiation problems of micro- 
strip antenna. The authors have recently reportedss6 a new line of approach for calcu- 
lating radiation characteristics of microstrip antennas. 

 he primary object is to present a new theory based on the concept of angular spec- 
trum of plane waves and the principle of images for the radiation characteristtcs of 
microstrip antennas excited in TM;, mode and its verification by experiment. 

2. Analysis of near field 

Analysis of near Aeld will justify the feasibility of exciting TM;, mode asao~iated \\it11 
the non-existence of quasi-TEM mode. 

8 p r w n t [ y  with the British Physical hborafories (BPL), Bangalore. 
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2.1. Geometry of the microstrip 

The geometry of the microstrip structure and the cross-sectional view indicalille 
three regions are shown in Pig. l a  and 1b respectively. 

Thc coaxial-line ~methnd of excitation of TM;, which is also the method for exciting 
quasi-TEM and the Beld distributions are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 -respertivety, - 

The wave equation7 

Fro. l (u), Gromet~y i l f  microstrip. FIG. I (b). Crosa-sectfun of microstrip showing thc 
regions (I), (21 and (3). 

PIG. 3. Cross-seclional view of the rni~ostr$ 
structure showing the field lines. 
---- Electric field Ilnes. 
-- - - M;ignetic field lines. 

(b) 

FIG. 2. Excitation meclvnnism for the miurostrjp 
structure. (a) Plan, (b) Sectional view. 
. . 



which reduces to  

V;4  + ( k Z - P P ) q 5 = 0  for E ~ =  1 

which further reduces to Laplace's equation 

V:d=O f o r k = , E  

involves the wave number k i n  the substrate of dielectric constant e ,  and scalar potential 
$. The wave equation for which r ,  + 1 characterises qu.asi-TEM mode only nhen 
k  is very small, i.e., quasi-TEM mode can exist only at low frequencies. For X-band 
operation, quasi-TEM mode can exist if the substrate tkickness"O.8 mm. The 
substrate thickness u.sed in the present investigations varies from 2 to 12 mm 
which is much greater than 0'03 2, suggested by Weiss'. For large substrate tbick- 
ness the microstrip behaves like a grounded dielectric sheet1' and can support either 
TM or TE or  both depending on the method of excitation but not quasi-TEM mode. 

All the field components for the TMm, mode are derivable from a scalar potential 

where the time dependence exp (- iwt) is omitted for the sake of convenience and 
k ,  = w (pa e,)l'z = 2z/& the wave number in free space. 

2.3. The scalar potential 

The microstrip guide can be considered to be analogous to a parallel plate waveguide 
filled with a homogeneous dielectric of dielectric constant t-,. The modal distribution 
for TM& mode is represented by a scalar potential 

nnz 
y , ~  = exp (- i ad) exp (i.&.y) cos -z; (5)  

where a, and p,,, denote, respectively, the propagation constants along the r and y 
directions. 

In the microstrip guide a standing wave is set up between the ground plane and the 
strip in the z-direction. Hence the wave proceeding in the X-direction is reflected at 
x = & a due to the finite size of the strip, thus settlng u.p a standing uave also in the 
x-direction. Consequently eqn. 5 is modified to 

wm,, = [exp (- i a d )  f R,, exp (i2a,a) exp (io,.u)l 
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where R,,, denotes the reflection coefficient at x = i a. If I R,, I = I, a resonance 
condition is set up in region 1, bounded by the ground plane and the strip if the follow- 
ing condition1" is satisfied. 

which yields the propagation constant a in the x-direction 

which is satisfied if the wave impedances in the two regions 1 and 2 are very much 
dixerent, i.e., the discontinuity at .v = i- a is appreciable so as to make 1 R,, 1 - 1. 
The propagation constams a ,  and /3,, satisfy the dispersion relation 

2.3.1. Estimation of A. 

The value of 1 R,. I is assumedarbitrarily in the range 1'0 to 0.001 in steps of 0.G01, 
R,, is of the form (R, + i R,) with R, = R,. a, iscalculated (eqn. 8) for each value 
of R,,. The process is repeated for several modes m, n = (1, 1); (2, 1); (1, 2); (2, 2). 
B,,,n is then calculated (eqn. 9). The guide wavelength A, is given by 

The calculations for a,, j,, and A, made for microstrips (see Appendix I, for speci- 
fications) are reported in Appendix 11. 

2 .3 .2 .  Determination of R,, by a vigo~ous analytical method 

R,, determined1' by using Wiener-Hopf technique is given by 

R,, = [a, + (kf E, - /3i,,)1/1]2 
2% 

where G+(a) denotes the 'plus part ' of a Wiener-Hopf kernel 
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and 

y' = + [a;f, - (kg - &)]1'" 

= - i [(kg - &,J - q 1 f Z .  

Eqn. (1 1 )  is simplified by assuming high reflection coefficient which is possiblellif 
1 a, I Z  < ( n ~ / b ) ~ .  A modified form of G (a) leads to the following simplifted for,,, for 
Rmm : &,. = (- 1) exp [ i (4nP31f2  (1 + i )0 .824gol  (12) 

where the parameter P,% involves the shape factor (alb) and go involves the thickness 
and E,. 

The values of a, and P , ,  derivedl0 by rigorous method are given by 

and are tabulated in Appendix Tr and are compared with those obtained by trial and 
experimental method in Appendix 111. 

The values of I R,. 1, a,lk, and Pmlka as function of the shape factor u/b are 
represented graphically in Rgs. 4 and 5. 

The scalar potentials in the three regions are given by 

Region 1 : - a < x < n  
< < %polan 
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FIG. 5. Variation of 1 R,nH 1 and a,,, with (alb) 
(a) j RnZ. / VS. (alb). (/)I Re (a,ikn) VS. (alb). 
( c )  Im (n,jk,) vs. (alb). 
f =9.375GIIz, L = 12.8cn1, E ,  = 2 . 5 6  
-- Fong (mettod I), - - - Trial and Expt. 
(Method 2). 

Fro. 5. Variation of &, with (ulb). 
(a) Re (B,,,,lkJ vs. (alb). (b) Im (B,,/kJ vs. (a/@ 
j = 9.375 m, L = 13.8 cm, e, - 2.56 
- Fong (method I) ,  - - - Trial and Expt. 
(Metbod 2) .  

where C,, C2, C3 are constants and the propagation constant y in the z-direction satis- 
fies the relation 

a: + ,fl& Jr y 2  = k:. (15.4) 

T o  determine C;. C2 and C, impose the following bonndary conditions 

(i) At z = 0, z = 6 and - a < x < a, E, = 0, E, = 0. 

(ii) At z = b, x > a, ie., at the interface between regions 2 and 3, H. is continuous. 
(iii) At x = & a, i.e., at the interface between regions 1 and 2 En is continuous;. 
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Hence 

2.5. Field components 

Expressing g,, in different regions in terms of the constant C,, the field components 
for the TMn,, mode (for + x and + y regions) are obtained as follows: 

cps am a EG = [ a,, a )  exp (- io. a) exp l- -  ij bl I 

x exp (- ia, x )  (i jm,.) exp (ij,,, y )  (if) exp (0 z )  

x {(iy)? + kZ, E , )  exp (- ia, x) exp (ibm y )  exp (0 z) 

x (- ia,) exp (- ia, .Y) exp ( i j  ,,,. y) exp (Q z). (16) 

In the case of - x and - y regions a plus sign for x variation and a minus sign for the 
y variation are introduced in the appropriate exponents. 

2.6. Erperimenfal study of neav field 

Several microstrip stmctures shown in Fig. 6 were made and near field measurements 
were carried with the help of field sampling probe (Figs. 7-8). Results of near field 
measurements are presented in Figs. 9, 10 and 11. 





FIG. 
field 

Mi 
the 

mopole probe 
microstrip. 

near the 

3. Radiation charac!eris?ics 

3.1. Mechanism of ~a.I.:a?:on 

'The derivation of the theory of radiation characteristics requires an  understanding OF 
tl-e mechaiiism of radiation. The microstrip being an open stri:ctlrre, the fie!d at the 
cdges of the strip sets dirracted and induces cilrrent at tlie upper sl!rfate of tke strip, 
even if I R,,,. 1 -- : at x = & a, :.e., even when the enclosed region acts as a resonator". 
For a n  i.nfin;tely thin strip, the cwrents on the two swfaces n a y  be regarded as  
continuous, in which case the strip acts as an infinitely thin current f t 'ment providing 
source of radiation. 

'The effect of the ground p'ane is to  create an image of the inflnttel) thin strip at 
z = - b, t'le distance between the strip and the irnage being 2b. The radiation field 
may therecore be considered due to  the strip and its image acting as a two-element 
array (Fig. 12). The radiation pattern of the structure is derived by mll!tip'ying the 
radiation plttern of the strip by the array factor. 

The concept of image has been introduced due to  the following reasons. Maxwell's 
- , +  -3 

eqmtion x H = J + bD/at shows that the dielectric polarisation acts as an mpressed 
current density. If the polarisation over the cross-section is integrated a e  get the 
effective impressed current per unit length of the strip which i s  proportional to 2/q 
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FIG. 9. Measured near field 
(Guide wavelength i d  
L = 13.8 cm, r,= 2.56, 

component !E$jvs y 
f = 9-375 GHz, 

2 .  /j;'where q dcnoles the intrinsic impedance of tlte diclcclric. The factor 2 before 
le imegrai sign arises from the politive image of the poiarisatlon clirrents in the 
,romd p!ane.l 

'The mcrostrip structurc ma) alao be rcgarded as a groundcd dielectric slab excited 
y an elzctric lme source located within the dielectric plate. If the area of thc strip is 
ery small compared to that of the ground plane, then the radiated field may also 
risel-ue to the grounded slab. 
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LECTRIC SUBSTRATI 

b - 
i CONDUCTING 

GROUND PLANE 

IMAGE OF STRIP CONDUCTOl 

F m  12. Cross-section of the microstrip showing the strip and image. 

Since it is found that the field decays vary shaply inside the die7ect:ic snhstrate, the 
radiation due to the grounded dielectric is very small and hence the radiation Reid is 
mainly contributed by the strip and its imaze. 

3.2. Theomtical method 

. The method is based on the angular spectrumla of plane waves. In view of the strip 
being a conductor, only the tangential components H. and H, located in the x-y plane 
at z = b (Fig. 13) are considered. 

3.2 .1 .  Angular spectrum of plme waves 

The magnetic field in the aperture plane is given by 

CO m 
kZ 

IT (x,  y ,  b)  = 6 I ! F(S.&) e+ [ik. (S,z + Say + Cb)] dS dS2 (17) 
-00 -m 

where F(S& is the Fourier transform of H(x ,  y, b), the aperture plane magnetic 
field. The Fourier transform is calculated from H ( x ,  y, b) by the inverse relation 



? Fra. 13. Geometry of the microstrip antenna for 
evaluating the radiation fields. 

where 

S, = sin 0 sin 6, S,  = sin 8 cos 6, 

C = J1 - Sf - St = cos 8. 

Since the fields are extending over the Anite region occupied by the strip and a portion 
of the dielectric, the boundaries of the ffnite region may be defined by 

where x' = + a' are the values of x at which the field strength becomes negligibly 
small, typically 0'01 times the strength of the field at the centre of the strip. 

The limits in eqn. ( 1 8 )  may be split up as extending from w to a', a' to - a' and 
- a' to - m for the first integral and extending from w to L/2, L/2 to - L/2 and 
- L/2 to - w for the second integral. 

The contributions from the limits m to a', - a' to - w, w to L/2 and - L/2 to 
- CJ to the integrals will be negligible and hence these may be ignored. The eqn. 
(18) may therefore be written as 

+ 0' Ll.2 -f 

F (&S& = J' j' H ( x ,  Y ,  b) exp [-ik, (S,x + S g  + Cb)] dx dy. (20) 
-0' -LI1 

The magnetic field at any point (x, y, z) is then given by 



The point of observation ( r ,  O,$) is redenned by putting O = 0,  and (b = $,. Making 
these substitutions in cqn. (21) and evaluating the resulting integral by a double appli- 
cation of the stationary phase method (Appendix IV), the magnetic field at the obser- 
vation point is given by 

where F (S:, S:) 1s given by eqn. (20) after substituting 0 = O,, $ = $, It IS thcle- 
fore seen that from a knowledge of the apclturc fields, the radiation fields niay be 
de~ivcd. 

3.2.2. Evaluation of radiation fields 

By using the vector transformat~on (Appendix V) the eleclrrc fields in the spherical 
polar coordinate system ale given by 

E* = cos 0, sin (b, E, + cos 0, cos& Zg - sin O,E, 

Since there are two components (H,,, H,,) on the surface of the strip, only one of 
illem will be considered at a time. Couridering the component H,, 

Substituting Hi, S,, S, and C into (24) we obtain 
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where 

K C  p - iamo)exp(-iyb) 

p = - i (a,,, - k. sin 8, sin 6,) 

q = - i (a, $ ko sin 8, sin4,) 

s = i#*,, - k. sinO0cos4J 

t = i (8,. + k, sin 8, cosq5,) (27) 
The H, component at the point of observation is obtained by substitutillg (25) into 
(22) 

H, (x, Y ,  z) = K2 (- 
Y 

(28) 
where 
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The H, component at the observation point is obtained by substituting (31) into (22). 
Hence the far fteld component H, is given by 

Hence the electric field components E,, E, and E, at the distant point p ( T , B ,  6)  are 
obtained with the aid of Maxwell's equation 

E. = - (tan8, sineo E,+ tan B,cos&, E"). (35) 

3.2.3. Effect of the ground plane 

The strip conductor and its image form a pair of two in-phase radiating elements sepa- 
rated by a distance 26 (Rg. 12). The array factor due to this pair is given by 



where y ~ ~ ,  the phase difference due to the path length difference is given by 

tyl = 26 lco cos Bo.  (37) 
The x-component of the total electric field due to the tao-element array formed by the 
strip and its image is therefore 

exp 1- I (u, - k ,  sin 6 ,  sin&)* 
7 (a,, - k, sin B,  sin @,) - 

exp [- i (cc~,, + k ,  sin 0, sinq5J a'] - 1 1  - 
- i (a,  + k ,  sin 6 ,  sin$,) J 

Equation (38) represents the radiation patzern in the 0,  - $, plane due to  the strip and 
its image. 

3.2 .4 .  Radiation pattern in the $, = 0" plane 

For +, = 0" eqn. (38) yields 

ETs(& = 0') = [l 4- exp (i2bk, cos Od)] K2 (- ium) qo  cos 6, 

exp (- ia, a') - 1 exp (- ia, a') - 1 [ - iu," 
--- 

- iu, 

exp [ i  (flm. - ka sin 60) L/2] - I 
[ i (1.. - *. sin 6.) 

3.2 .4 .  Numerical computations of radiation patterns 

The power radiation patterns in the 9,  = 0" plane have been computed with the aid of 
IBM 360144 computer for several antennas of different dimensions and are reported 
in Section 5 (Fig. 19). It is observed tha8 some of the antennas are characterised by 
only one lobe, whereas antennas AS, A9, and A10 have side lobes. The position of 
side lobe and its magnitude relative to main lobe vary with shape factor. For example, 
for antenna A8 which has a shape factor 0 '  167 (a/b), the side lobe position and relative 
level are 63" and - 17.2 db, respectively, whereas, for antenna A9 having a shape 
factor a/b = 0'25, the position and relative side lobe level are 65" and - 15.8 db 
respectively. 



FIG. 14. Bxperimcnlalradiatio~~ patterns in + = Oe plane a1 9.375 G&. L = 12.8 cm, cr = 2.56.  

3 2 . 5 .  Measurement of radiation patterns 

The radiation characteristics of several antennas ham been measured in an out-door 
test range and for some antennas in a microwave anechoic chamber. Some of the 
results are reported in Section 5 (Fig. :9). Experimental radiation partems obtained 
at X-band frequencies by using X-Y recorder are reported in Figs. I4 and 15. 
Analysis O F  the radiation patterns regarding the position of major and minor lobes, 
the side lobc level and 3 db-beam width of major lobes have been carried out and is 
not reported here. The analysis shows sollie interesting results. 

PIG. 15. Exppcri~nental radiationpatterns in 4 r- 0" 
plane at X-band freqiiencies (obtained fronlX-Y 
recorder) L = 12.8 cm, t; = 2.56. 

. . .  
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4. Directivity, gain, radiation efficiency and inpul impedance characteristics 

4.1. Directivity 

The total pouer radiated by the antenna is given by 

where P (8,4) is given by 

P (R,$) = (AEB AHm AEd AHs) = 

where E,R and E d  are given by 

E,B =cosDsin~AE.+cosBcos$AE,-  sin DAE, 

E d  = - cos q5 AE, + sin$ AE, 

p [ - i ( ? - k l s i n 6 s i n g a ' J -  1 
- I  (a, -- k. sin 6 sin 4 )  

+ e ~ p [ - i + ~ + k ~ G n R s i n @ ) a ' ] -  I 
-. r (a, + k ,  sin 6 sinq5) 

E:& = [I + exp ( i2bk. om R)I1 [x, (- iq,,) q n . 0 ~  R 

exp -- [i (a, - k ,  sin D sin 6) a'] - I --- 

+ exp-[i(a,+koGnBsin4)a'] - - 1 
- i (a. 4- k. sin R sin 6 )  ] 

exp [i (/3.,,, - k o  sin 0 cos 6) L/2] - 1 
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+ ~ X P  b'&,, + ko sin 8 ~ 0 ~ ~ 5 )  L/2] - t cos @Iz 
i (P,, + k, sin B cos $) 

The ?otai power radiated by the antenna is given by 

err rr 
Pz = @lo 8ia [(I + exp (i2bko cos 

exp 1- i (a,,, - k ,  sin 0 sin4) a'] - 1 

+ e p x  (a,,, + kk, sin B sin 4)  a'] - 1 
.. . - i (n , f  k,sinBcos4) 

e q - f a . - k o s i n @ c o s g i ) L / 2 - 1  - .  . 1 
i (p,,,. - ko sin O cos 4) 

+ ezp [i ems + ko sin B COS) $ LIZ] - 1 cos 
i (Bm+k.s inBcos~  ) ]I 

x (:%))' + (cOs 8 + (%) sin$)?] rs sin o d~dgi .  

The usual dei3nition of directivity is 

Directivity = 
4n P (0,O) 

j ZT P (6, 4) ra sin @ dB a5$ 
0-0 pi-0 

without taking into account heating losses or reflecxion losses. The direction of peak 
radiation is given by O = On, 6 = OD, which is contlrmed by experiment. 

where 
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The directivity D in the 6 = 0" plane is therefore 

which has been computed for antennas with different shape factors by using appro- 
priate values of =, and .&,,. It is found that D varies between 7'2 db to  9'77 db and is 
higher for antennas having smaller a/b values. 

4.2. Gain 

The gain of the microstrip antennas has been determined by comparison with a standard 
pyramidal horn with a gain of 20'6 db in the antenna test range. 

The expression for the gain Go of the test antenna in t e r m  of the reference antenna is 

where P, and P,denate the maximum power radiated by the test and reference antennas 
respectively, the input power to both of them being the same. 

Measurement of gain shows that Go varies between 5 ' 1  db to 8 .3  db with shape 
factor at f = 9 -375 GHz. For the same antennas gain varies with different frequencies 
over the X-band. Some of the results are reported in Table 1. 

Table I 

Experimental gain at X-band frequencies in the 4 = 0" plane. 

L = 12.8 cm, E, = 2.56. 

Gain (db) at X-band frequencies (GHz) 
Antenna u/b 

8.50 9.0 9.5 10.0 

A1 0.5 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 

It is defined as 

Radiated power P, qn = 
Input power P,, 
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where 

where the dielectric loss Pd arises duc to  the substrate having a finite value of tan 6, and 
the ohmic loss PO arises due to  the finite conductivity of the strip and the ground plane. 

Since the attenuation constant a of the microstrip is defined as 

the radiation efficiency is given by 

The discontinuity at the antenna aperture gives rise to mismatch loss. Hence, in 
general P, < P (27) at the antenna aperture. If, however, the mismatch is small and 
ignored, then 

Hence, 

4.3.1. Dielectric loss (ad) 

The dielectric loss can be calculated from the folfowing relation1& which assumes that 
the propagating mode is TEM 

Equation (56) states .that the partial derivative of the total electric field energy U of 
the microstrip with respect to the relative dielectric constant of the substrate is 
given by the ratio of the elec.tric Aeld energy Ul stored in the dielectric and e. 

The dielectric attenuation is given by15 

where q i s  the filling factor given by 
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and 

10b1/" 
F P a ,  b) = (1 t %U), 

4.3.2. Conductor loss (a,) 

The expression for a,(db/cm) is given by14s1" 

x [(I + &))! for 2 C 2 a l b  

where the  strip condwtor is assumed to be infinitely thin and 

R, = 8.26 x JfB(for Cu) 

f is in GI-Iz. 

The ~haracieristic impedance ZD of the inicrosirip line is given by*' 

Since eqns. (59) and (60) have a lilniied range of operalion with regard to 2a/b, it is 
obscrved h a t  whereas mosi of the anlenllas are covered by eqn. (59) in the calculation 
of conductor loss, eqn. (60) must be used for antennas A, and A,. 

4.3.3. Comparison of radiation eflciencbs 

Thc'radiation efficiencies q,$ (equ. 55), q,, defined by 

Go 
h== ,, 162) 

and &, which includes misrnaich loss determined by v.s.w.r. nlcasurenlents iu addition 
to a, and a, are compared in Table 11. p is the reflection coefficicni computed from 
v.s.w.r. data which are not reported. 
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Table U 

Comparison of v*,, 7;2, and v,, 

f = 9.375 GHz, L = 12.8 cm, E, = 2.56, tan 6 = .005 (sub.vtrate) 

a. + as Mismatch 
Antennas (db) loss (db) 

- 1Olog 
(1  -pel 

A1 

A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 

A6 
A7 
A8 
A9 

AIO 

Total 
loss a 
(nevcrs) 

0,078 
0.091 

0.091 
0-100 
0.080 
0.081 
0.0801 
0.0736 
0-075 
0.075 

It is observed that there is diffcsencc in the thee  values of q, and also betnen q;, - 
pinz and qn, - qn,. This is due to the fact that qk, - q,, is  computed b y  considering 
mismatch at the input of the antenna, whereas, q,, - qR, is obtained by considering 
mismatch at the antenna aperture. 

4.3.4. Input impedance 

The input impedance at the coaxial plug lcrmination fitted to the microstrip struc- 
ture for the purpose of excitation is measured with the help of n slotted line and 
coinpuied from the v.s.w.r. and shift in the first position of minima using a Smith 
chart. The variation of input impedance normalised with respect to the characieris!ic 
impedance Z of the R651/U type rectangular waveguide for antennas AI-A10 arc 
plotted in Fig. 16. 

5. Discussion and couclusions 

We will call Fong's method and the trial and experimental method as the first and the 
second method respectively. 
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Fro. 
strip 

input impedance of micro- 

5.1 . l .  Propagation coeficients (u, and B,.) 
The nature of variation of Re (fi,,/k,) with respect to a/b and also the difference in 
magnitude according to the 1.wo methods may be ascribcd to the method of approach 
in deriving the two ~heories. In the 6rst mc~hod &, has been assessed so as to fit in 
the experimental value of  A, with that of the theory whereas the ffrst method assumes 
a priory RR,, E 1. 

The htgh value of Im (/3,,/k,) suggests loss o r  energy by radiation. Thc peak 
values of U,,,(k,) ind.icate high rate of decay of the Aeld in the x-direction. 

/ R,,,, I r ! up to u/b = 0.6 (1st method), whereas 1 R,,,, I shows definite maxima and 
minima w~thin thc range alb = 0.6.  The miui~na corrcsponds to the loss of energy 
in the x-direction. 

5.1.3. Guide wavelength i;l,) 

Smaller values of An corresponding to (a/h) 2 1.0 indicatc greater concentration of 
energy in the microstrip. Larger values of i, for (ulb) < I .O indicate loss of energy 
by radiation (Fig. 17). 

A comparative study of theoretical and experimental values of A, (Fig. 17) reveals 
the purity (which depends on a/b) of T M  modes except [or u/b = 0.9 and n/b - 0.66 
where the diflraction efrecl is probably predominani. and might contaminate the TI& 
and TM,, modes. 
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Fro. 17. Variation of guide wavelength i with 
shape ratio (o/b). - - - Experiment, - ~ a h a t e d  
(Second method] 

( a /b )  

5.1.4. Purity of TM mode 

The purity of modes and hence the method of excitation is justiffed by the exponential 
nature of decay characteristics (Fig. 18) for all the microstrips except for A10 where 
a peak appears at x = 1.8 cm away from the centre of the strip. There is also fairly 
close agreement between the theoretical results calculated by the second method and 
the experimental results. Since the value of / R,. I is more realisric from the 
practical point of view the second method is used. 

5.1 .5. Field supported by the substrate 

The region bounded by the strip and the ground plane is open at x = i a, consequently 
the field extends beyond x = & a. In the z-direction, however, the  fielddecays expo- 
nentially. 
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6 IN DEGREES 

FIG. 19. Radiation paitems in Go = 0" plane at 9,?R GHz. L = 12.8 cm, 6, = 2.56, - Theory ---  Expr. 

5.2. Radiation chavacteristics 

Figures 19 and 20 present comparative studies of theoretical and experimental radiation 
parierns and beam widths respeztively. It is observed that the antennas A1-A'7 are 
characrerised by a single broad lobe but the antennas A&A10 have side lobes the magni- 
tudes of rhe later relative to  he major lobe differ between theory and experiment 
(Table 111). 

The single Iobe characteristics at X-band for most of the antennas at different 
Crequencies except that of A10 are maintained (Table 119. The frequency dependence 
of the 3-db beam width for some of the antennas are reported in Table V. 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

:a/t4 

FIG. 20. Variation in 3 db beam width for 
different shape factor (alb). 
f =9,375 GHz, L = 12.8 cm, ~ , = 2 , 5 6 .  
- Calculated, - - - Experiment. 

FIG. 21. Gain, directivity characteristics for 
different shape factor (aib). 
f = 9,375 C-Hz, L = 12.8 cm, e,- 2.56.  
-- Directivity, -- - Gain. 
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Table III 
Theoretical and experimental side lobe levels 

f = 9.375 GHz, L = 12.8 em, 6, = 2.56 

Autenna - Side lobe level Difference in -- sidelobe level 
Theo. Expt. 

db 

Table N 
Position of side lobe and its relative height compareE tc  the major lobe at X-band 
frequencies. L = 12.8 cm, 6, = 2.56. 

Antenna Shape 8.5 G H z  9.5 GHz 
factor 
(nib) Position Relative Position Relative 

of side height of side height 
lobe compared lobe compared to 

to major lobe major lobe 

Table V 

Variation of 3 db beam width at spot frequencies in the X-band with respect to those st 
9.375 GHz, L = 12.8 ~ m ,  e, = 2.56. 

Antenna Shape 
factor 
(a/b) 

Beam width variation compared to 9.375 GI% 
- 

8.5 GHz 9.0GHz 9.5 GHz 10.OGHz 
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FIG. 22. Mmost~ip losses for different shape 
0.5 factor (alb). f = 9.375 GHz, L = 12.8 cm, 

e, = 2.56. 

0.3 
- - - Dielectric Loss, - Total loss 

0 a5 1.0 r.5 zo (Dielectric 4- Conductor) 

The appearance of side lobes for AS-A10 is possibly due to  the increased separation 
between the strip and its image and hence greater path length difference from P (r, ff,.$), 

5.3. Directivitj,, gain, radiation eJ7ciency and input impedance ~I~avacteristics 

5 . 3 . : .  Directivity und gain 

Gain a i ~ d  directivity characteristics (Fig. 21) as function of u/b show the sensiivity 
for u/b < 0.5 which diciates the requirement of using more accurate fabrication 
technique. Gain variation at spot frequencies for some antennas are reported in 
Table V1. The gain appears to be maximum at 9.375 GHz. 

5.3  . 2 .  Radiation e$fciency 

Figure 22 shows the variation of dielectric loss and total loss (dielectric + conductor) 
as a funxion of a/b. The radiation efficiencies T,, and as a function of (alb) are 
shown in Fig. 23. The difference between and y,= (Fig. 24) accounts for the reduc- 
tion in radiation efficiency due to the mismatch loss at the antenna aperture. 



Table IV 

Variation of gain at spot frequencies in X-band as compared to the gain at 9.375 GHz. 

Antenna Difference in gain w.r.t. 9.375 GIiz 

8.5 GHz 9.0GItr 9-5GHz 10.0 GHz 

Al -3.0 -3.0 -3.0 -4.0 
A6 -3.0 -1.0 -2.5 -3.5 
A10 -1.7 0.3 0.3 -1.7 

5.3 .3. Input impedance 

The input impedance of the microstrip along with the coaxial feed as seen by a slotted 
section has been measured. The real and imaginary part of the input impedance 
varying with a/b (as reported earlier) shows that the variation is more rapid for 
a/b < 1 .O. The matching between the coaxial feed and the microstrip has been achieved 
experimentally by adjusiing the length of the tapered strip between the feed and the 
strip radiator. 

5.4. Conclusions 

(i) The radiation theory on the basis of two-element array formed by the strip 
and its image is well justii?ed. 

(ii) The coaxial method of exciting pure TM wave is justified. 

(iiif Higher gain/directivity can be attained with strip of small width and dielectric 
substrate of small thickness, keeping ulb ratio snlall. 

(iv) The maximum radiation efficiency is ahout 87"d for small values of 016. 

cv) The 3-db beam width is generally high. 

It  i s  believed that the major contributions of the investigations are: 
(i) Radiation theory based on the cancept of current strip and its image. 

(ii) Estimation of radiation efficiency. 

(iii) Near field analysis. 
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Appendix I1 

Values of normulised a,/k,, Pm,lko and 1 %. I calculated from Fong's equations 

Stmture ain cm bin cm 1 R, 1 Mode No. aJk, BmIko 
NO. m n 

Appendix IU 

Comparison of o,, ;8,, and 1 R,,,, I . f = 9.375 GHz 

-Jk. B,,lk, I Rm. 1 
Structure 
No. Fong's Trial Fong's Trial Fang's Trial 

method method method method method method 

Appendix W 

Integration by the Stationary Phaxe Methodls 

Consider the general expression for the magnetic field given by eqn. (22), this may 
be rewritten for any component, say H, as 

m 

, H, ( x ,  r. z) = -& 1 P(SISZI W, &x + S o  + Cz)l ~ S I  d& (A. 1) 
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When k,r > 1, the exponential factor is a rapidly changing function of S1 and S, and 
the principal contribution to N arises from the stationary phase region. Let 

be the point of observation. Then 

x = r sin 8, sin@, 

y = r sin €3, cosqi, 

z = rcose, 

the exponential factor in eqn. (A.l) will therefore be given by 

SIX + SQ + Cz 

= r [sine sin4 sine, sin+, f sin ff cos@ sin 0, cos& + cos 0 cos8,] 

= r [sin B sin 0, cos (4 - 4,) + cos O cos 8,] (A. 4) 

dSl and dS, are given by Jdl3 d+ where J is the Jacobian given by 

Hence 

I =  1 - c o s % s i n ~ s i n 8 s i n $  - s i n 0 c o s + c o s 0 c o s ) ~  

= IcosOsin8sinz$ + s inBcosBcos2~i  

= Isin8cosO1. (A 3) 

Equstian (A. 1) may therefore be rewritten with the appropriate substitutions to 
give 

denoting the exponential factor in eqn. (A.6) by f(8,d)) 

f (8, +) = sin 8 sin 8, cos (6 - 4,) $ cos .9 cos 8,. 

At the critical points 
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Hence 

this will be true for 

(b =+a. 

Next 

Z.e., 

cos 0 sin 8, = sin f3 cos 0. 

Hence 

cot 0 = cot 0,. 

Hence 

% = 8,. 

Thus eqn. (A.6) may be written as 

where 

all evaluated at (O,,&) and 

S: = sin 8, sin6,; Si = sin so cos& 

proceeding to evaluate a,, j% and 71 

(A. 12) 

(A. 13) 
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- The stationary phase point is (6 = Oa, 4 = 4") which is the same as the point of . . 
observation 

Similarly, 

= - sin 0, sin O,, cos (6, - 6,) = - sin' 8, 

= - cos 0 ,  sin 0, sin (@o - $ o )  = 0 

Hencc 

Equation (A.11) is therefore reduced to 

kZ 2ni H, (x,  y, z) = 2% F(S; ,  S;)  - e""or cos 8,. 4x k,r 

(A.15) 

(A. 16) 

(A. 17) 

The method described above is quite general in nature and has becn aorked out using 
the H, component as an example. 

Appendix V 

Vector transformations 

sin 0 sin 6 cos 0 SIB d. - cos$ 

sin 0 cos6 coso c o s i  

- sin 0 
sin + ) ( :i ) 

cos @ 0 


